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GMO’s Are Now Called Bioengineered in the USA: Why This Matters

By Maysie Dee, April 06, 2023

It was an uphill struggle to get GMO labeling laws in place, and now things have become
more complicated. With the new name, Bioengineered, the presence of GMO’s will be harder
to identify in your food purchases. Read on to learn about the changes and how to make
wise choices about the food you eat.

The Philippines as Springboard for US War on China

By Jezile Torculas, April 07, 2023

The geographic locations of the sites are very convenient for America’s China containment
strategy — three in northern Luzon with close proximity to Taiwan, and one in southern
Luzon, just along the South China Sea. 

How Sincere Is the US Inflation Reduction Act for the EU?

By Simon Cui, April 07, 2023

As it turns out in 2023, the Act is motivated mostly by self-interest, and its name is a
misnomer. While it has a modest impact on inflation control, its attempt to reduce the deficit
is unrealistic at best.

Zelensky’s Latest Trip to Poland Was Super Significant

By Andrew Korybko, April 06, 2023
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Zelensky’s visit is intended to shape the course of the NATO-Russian proxy war over the
next three months ahead of the bloc’s summit in early July. Warsaw’s role in forthcoming
events will  powerfully influence what Kiev does during this crucial moment in that conflict,
hence the timing with which the Ukrainian leader decided to meet with his counterpart.

Regime Changed, System Remains in Place in Montenegro

By Stephen Karganovic, April 06, 2023

Milo Djukanovic, the outgoing Western puppet who ruled and plundered Montenegro for the
last three decades, betrayed everything he ostensibly ever stood for during his insufferably
long public career. Everything, that is, with the single exception of his own political survival.
His  finely  tuned  antennas  assisted  him  at  every  turn  to  make  opportunistically  correct
choices.

Australia: Executive Donkeys and War Powers Reform

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 06, 2023

The decision to go to war should be as burdensome as possible.  The more impediments to
such folly, the better.  Such a state of affairs does not characterise the Westminster system
of government.  It certainly does not apply to Australia, which is all the more troubling given
a string of disastrous military interventions led by a slavish, ignoramus complex.

US Announces $2.6 Billion Weapons Package for Ukraine

By Dave DeCamp, April 05, 2023

The Biden administration  on  Tuesday announced a  new massive  $2.6  billion  weapons
package for Ukraine that includes HIMARS ammunition, missiles for air defense systems,
artillery rounds, and other equipment.

German Leftist Lawmaker Says U.S. Soldiers and Nukes Must Leave Her Country

By Ben Norton, April 05, 2023

On the floor of Germany’s parliament, Left Party MP Sevim Dağdelen called for the c. 38,000
US soldiers in her country to leave, and to take their nuclear weapons with them. She
lamented that Washington “doesn’t actually want allies, just loyal vassals”.
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20 Years After Iraq: No Accountability and No Lessons Learned

By James J. Zogby, April 05, 2023

It is tragic and deeply distressing that twenty years after the US launched its disastrous
invasion  of  Iraq  that  the  ignorance,  lies  and  cruelty  of  that  war  have  never  been
acknowledged.

The So Far Non-Existent Russian Vulkan Leaks. Craig Murray

By Craig Murray, April 04, 2023

The  Guardian,  Washington  Post  and  Der  Spiegel  have  today  published  “bombshell”
revelations about Russian cyber warfare based on leaked documents, but have produced
only one single, rather innocuous leaked document between them (in the Washington Post),
with zero links to any.
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